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Since the last issue...
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Past Events

The plethora of festivals in rapid
succession happily weighed down
the temple and its volunteers
close to home.

Aiya almost
exclusively did local
travelling in the month
of June—mostly between
Rochester and Toronto—
including a workshop on
Lord Shiva for the first
time in the city of
Brampton.

The immediate
preparation for
kumbhabhishekam
ramped up about two or
three weeks before the
beginning of July, and
countless volunteers
(mostly teenagers) from
the local area and
southern Ontario, were
responsible for much of the
manual labour in this time.  Aiya
was of course supervising these
volunteers, even conducting a
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Guru Poornima, July 25

Just two weeks following the
Maha Kumbabhishekam, devotees
pulled together a joyous
celebration for Guru Poornima.
Last year, Aiya decided that the
festival would not be given to a
particular group and wanted
everyone to work together.  One

devotee composed 16 stanzas on
the Guru, which were split up
into a Shodasa Upachara puja.  A
different pair of devotees offered
each upachara as the crowd sang
the beautiful verses.

This year, Aiya pleaded with
everyone to annihilate the ego,
asking us to drop the ashta
pashas, and surge forward into

sadhana. He expressed his desire
for the temple to become an
increasingly spiritual place where
everyone works as a one cohesive
family (see part of Aiya’s speech
on page 17.

The temple President, Mr.
Natarajan, and Aiya both
thanked all the volunteers from
the Ati Rudram heartily for their

Chandi homam (among other
rituals) as part of the spiritual
preparation for
kumbhabhishekam.

Aiya briefly left town for a few
days between the end of Ati
Rudram and the beginning of
Guru Poornima, during which

clean-up from Ati Rudram was
still going on, as it would for the
following months.  GP on July 25
saw the entire temple family come

together again, after
which Aiya and
Amma left town for
another week as
part of their Guru
Poornima gift.

In August, Aiya
did a few local
grihapraveshams,
several private
homams, and even a
couple of weddings
on successive
weekends at the
temple.  These were
scheduled around
the slew of small
temple festivals
which typically fall

in the late summer: Aadi Puram,
Aadi Amavasya, and
Varalakshmi Vratam.

Aiya and Amma are given aarthi upon entering the temple at GP.
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Varalakshmi Vratam, Aug. 20

This year, devotees dressed two
kalasams atop the closed homa
kundam with a red sari, various
jewels, and a silver Lakshmi
mukham, making the shape of the
kalasams into that of a woman.

Garlands covered the front of
the sari, as well as down the back

Aadi Amavasya, Aug. 9

Aadi Puram, Aug. 11

At least 30 people showed up to
sponsor on this most important
day, when those who have lost
their fathers perform tarpanam
for them.  Sponsors were seated
on a tarp by the “Kashi” river
with Aiya leading the puja,
complete with five small
kalasams and five pindams made
of the five ingredients that most

This festival celebrates Devi’s
transition into womanhood.  For
the third year in a row, a Chandi
homam was performed in the
morning before the afternoon’s
festivities.  Saris, bangles, and
mangala dhanyams were offered
into the fire with Chandi japam
after each chapter of the Durga
Saptasati.

Following the homam, the
temple’s own Vishnu Durga was
given abhishekam with milk and
kusha grass by anyone who
wished to bathe her.  After
alankaram, Devi received nine
different arathis, including
various sweets, short eats, and
fruits.

Suba, Gratus, and Paran welcome Aiya

and Amma to the temple.

efforts and the success of the
event.  After a slide show of Aiya
and Amma’s history, everyone
enjoyed maha prasadam.

accurately represent the definitive
parts of the human body.  This
was done to invoke the spirit of
the father by way of the pindams
and recreate the body.  After the
main rituals were over, sponsors
offered the pindams either into
the river or toward the southern
direction, where Yama, the lord of
death, watches over.

All were seated first, then rose to give the offerings to their fathers’ spirits.

The early-morning

Chandi homam saw

13 chapters worth of

full sets of dresses for

the Devi; later on,

Vishnu Durga was

bathed and dressed.

to model a long braid with
flowers.  Amma sat in front of
Lakshmi while suvasinis sat
facing her in a circle around the
homa kundam.  Each lady had a
puja set and a small silver
Lakshmi mukham to place on a
lamp.

Aiya led the chanting of the Sri
Suktam and every lady chanted
along with him.  Following the
puja, Amma distributed the
customary yellow string to be
tied around every lady’s wrist.
As Aiya explained, the nine knots
that had been tied into each string
represents the nine chakras that
exist from the ajna chakra up to
the sahasra kamala.

Devi was

dressed as

Varalakshmi

and seated on

the

homakundam,

where Amma

did final aarthi

to her (below)

after the entire

puja was

completed.
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Ati Rudram’s over... now what?!

The Sri Rajarajeswari Peetam ~ 6980 East River Road ~ Rush, NY 14543 ~ Phone: (585) 533 - 1970

Devi willing, the next issue of
the Sri Chakra will be up on the
temple’s website at the beginning
of December 2010.

This magazine cannot keep
publishing without
contributions! Articles, poems,
stories and photos about any
spiritual topic are welcomed.

The next deadline for article
submission is November 12.
Please e-mail us with your
contributions or feedback about
this issue at
sri_chakra_mag@srividya.org or
talk to Kamya or Abhi at the
temple.

Sri Gurubhyo Namaha!

In Three Months
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Ganapathi Chaturthi, Sept. 11

A full Ganapathi homam will be
done on the morning of this day,
using the Vancha-Kalpa
Ganapathi mantra.  In addition,
everyone present including
visitors will be given modakams
or laddus to give two by two into
the fire until all 1008 have been
offered.

In past years, the homam has
sometimes taken place outside on
the Ganapathi deck in the back
fields, depending on the weather.
If you visit, please also check for
the crowd out there if few people
are in the yajnashala.

Upcoming Events Sharada Navarathri, Oct. 8-17 Kedaragowri Vratam, Nov. 5

Skanda Sashti, Nov. 6-11

Karthikai Vilakku, Nov. 20

This brahmotsavam of the temple
always features a full digdevata
kalasam puja on the first day,
along with the welcoming of the
Vishnu Durga murthi from Saint
Catharines.

Each subsequent day starts with
goh and digdevata pujas, and goes
into kalasa sthapanam, homam,
milk abhishekam and alankaram.
The Utsava Rajarajeswari Devi
will make her rounds around the
temple every third day as Durga,
Lakshmi and Saraswati,
respectively.

Toward the end of the festival, a
4-hour long Chandi homam will
see the offering of 13 full sets of
clothing into the fire, plus the
Devi’s large chariot procession that
evening.

Beginning on Vijayadasami
and lasting 21 days, this vratam
is performed by ladies in the
same fashion as it was
performed by Parvati Devi to
obtain complete merger with
Lord Shiva.

Nightly puja will be done to
the Ardhanareeshwara murthi
(who is half Shiva, half Devi), and
the last day will feature a grand
puja, plus the tying of sharadu
and giving prasadam to the
ladies who sponsored.

As the Arunachala mountain in
Thiruvannamalai is lit up with
deepams each year, so too will the
temple be lit with deepams,
candles, and even a homam this
evening.  The one-day festival
commemorates when Lord Shiva
took the form of a massive flame
to teach Brahma and Vishnu an
important lesson in the meaning
of humility, honesty, ego and
grace.

The puja will begin at 7 p.m.

Lord Muruga is the star of this 6-
day festival, which has devotees
performing puja and milk
abhishekam to him and his wives,
Sri Devayani and Valli, each
evening.  Previous years have seen

archana, homams, and the like
offered as puja.

On the last day, we will re-enact
the slaying of the demon
Surapadman, and the subsequent
wedding of Muruga and Valli.
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Ati Rudram’s over... now what?!

KumbhabhishekamKumbhabhishekamKumbhabhishekamKumbhabhishekamKumbhabhishekam
PunarutharunaPunarutharunaPunarutharunaPunarutharunaPunarutharunaPunarutharunaPunarutharunaPunarutharunaPunarutharunaPunarutharuna

KumbhabhishekamKumbhabhishekamKumbhabhishekamKumbhabhishekamKumbhabhishekamby Kamya Ramaswamy

Under the guidance and
watchful eye of Sri Mathioli
Saraswati (or as we lovingly call
her, Sri Amma), the Sri
Rajarajeswari Peetam’s Ati
Rudram kumbhabhishekam
went off beautifully from July 1
to July 11 in Rush, New York.

Upon entering the temple
grounds, it was striking how the
property resembled a circus, due
to the numerous and massive
tents—the largest was the
homam tent, but there were also
places for annadhanam, first aid,
washing puja vessels, public
relations, child care, homam
supplies, and outside sleeping
quarters for male homakartas
and volunteers.

All the cooking was also done
in the open air by professional
chefs from India, who chanted
parayanams all day as they
worked.  Three meals were freely
given each day to every soul who
graced the property.

The first day began with goh
and asva pujas, which were a
common morning theme
throughout the festival.  Aiya
performed both these pujas
outside to live animals.  The cow
and calf were lent to us by a local
farmer who also supplied all the
milk for Devi’s abhishekam for
free, citing that his farm had
grown exponentially after he
came into contact with the
temple at the first
kumbhabhisekham 12 years ago!

Even better was that the cow
was fully pregnant—the perfect
icing on the cake for worship at a
Devi temple.

After these initial pujas each
morning, 121 homa kartas sat
down at their respective stations
at about 7:30 a.m. to begin the
daily preliminaries.  This set of
parayanam began with Lalita

Sahasranamam and continued
with Lalita Trisadhi, Laghu
Nyasam, Sambaparameshwara
puja to the main kalasams, and
finally one full Rudram Namakam
parayanam.

Only after all that did the
homams begin, starting with the
Tantric Agni Mukham and leaping
right into Vancha-Kalpa
Ganapathi homam and
Ganapathi Atharvasirsam,
followed up by Ganapathi’s
purnahuti—an entire purnahuti
was offered into every single
homakundam.  The first day saw
Rudra Mahanyasam added to this
mix, but each subsequent day
only saw the above-mentioned
preliminaries.

The festival VIPs led this
session, with Sri Yegnaratnam of
Chennai at the helm of the entire
Ati Rudram ceremonies.  An
adept Sri Vidya upasaka for
several decades, he is in demand
all across India to perform all
types of in-depth pujas, especially
Chandi homams and Navavarana
pujas.

His son and daughter-in-law, Sri
Raghu and Akhila, led the
chanting.  More friends of the
temple (and decades-long SV
upasakas) Sri Shangaranarayana,
Sri Jayaraman & Vijayalakshmi,
and Sri Tirthananda, were among
the exalted group that sat in the
centre two rows of the vast
yajnashala.  This was at the
instruction of none other than Sri
Amma.

Eleven Rudra homams were
performed each day, interspersed
with a morning break, lunch and
an evening break.  The
temperature hit triple-digits (in
the mid-30s Celsius), making it
unbearable in the homam tent—
no doubt the heat of the Rudrams
was seeping into the atmosphere.

Again, the dedicated kitchen
staff came to the rescue and
announced it would continuously
supply watermelon and coconut
water to everyone present
throughout each and every day.

At the end of each day, Sri
Yegnaratnam led everyone in the
final Rudra homam, which was
followed by Chamakam homam,
Purusha Suktam homam and the
five Satyojatam mantras.

Each homakarta offered Rudra
purnahuti into their fires, and
then took the evening break or
cleaned their puja trays at their
convenience.  They were back
soon after for the crowning jewel
of each day—a full Navavarana
homam performed by Sri
Yegnaratnam, complete with
purnahuti and sarees offered into
the main homakundam.  Every
day finally wrapped up at about
7:30 p.m., which is when the
evening meal was served.

After the 11th day, the festivities
were not yet over—the 1008
kalasams and shankams that
lined the outer shelves of the
yajnashala still had to be offered
to the Devi inside the temple.

Sri Vijayalakshmi had been
taking care of the Mother for the
whole festival by performing
Navavarana puja inside three
times daily.  All visitors and
temple regulars alike were given
kalasams and shankams to carry
around the temple and offer inside
the garbha-griha.  After this was
completed on July 12th, Aiya
performed abhishekam to each
and every homakarta that
evening with the kalasams that
sat by their homakundams.

On Tuesday the 13th, a full
Bhairava madai was performed,
bali was given across the
property, and the festival finally
closed.
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Ati Rudram’s over... now what?!

K Ati Rudram 2010 pics
u m b ha bh i s h e k a

m
... see the temple’s website for many, many more!

The homakundams were assembled by hand. Aiya performed goh puja and asva puja each morning before a full crowd.

The main homakundam was the largest, while  the other 120 homakundams

were about three-fourths that size.  Each had its own kalasam, valampuri

shankam and clay pot.

During

morning

parayanam,

Aiya

performed

puja to the

1008

kalasams

lining the

yajnashala.

Each was

given its own

valampuri

shankam

and daily

naivedyam.

Smt. Vijayalakshmi performed hours-long

Navavarana pujas three times every day

before the Devi inside the temple.

Aiya and Amma are assisted by Sri

Yegnaratnam during the last

purnahuti after Navavarana homam.

Visitors sat in

the spectator

tent, which

was set up

with

widescreen

TVs to view

the action

inside the

homam tent.

The VIPs regaled devotees with stories and

Q&A periods during and after evening meals.
Aiya sat as homakarta for the main homam

while Sri Yegnaratnam led the ceremonies.
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Ati Rudram’s over... now what?!

The volunteers were the backbone behind the entire festival, whether they (left to right) worked as

runners at the homam tent, with the technical equipment, or watching the small children in the kids’

tent.  They were true heroes during an all-day lightning storm, rolling and unrolling the plastic sides

of the yajnashala while soaked to the bone.

Clockwise from top left: Sri

Yegnaratnam, Raghu and

Akhila; Sri

Shangaranarayanan; Sri

Tirthananda and his wife; and

Sri Jayaraman and Smt.

Vijayalakshmi.

Clockwise from top left:

The kitchen staff had its

own tent adjoined to

the public

annadhanam tent;

volunteers worked for

weeks before the

function to waterproof

and weatherproof the

homam tent; visitors

could sponsor or

purchase anything all

day at the PR tent.

Everyone did full pradakshanam with all pomp

and pageantry during the final kalasa-abhisheka

to the Devi on the last day.

Aparna and Kathy make a new friend... ...and apparently, so does Aiya. ;)
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Ati Rudram’s over... now what?!

Blessed am I to find a guru like
Aiya and a mother like Amma.
They are my Parameshwara-
Parameshwari.  Aiya is unique in
every way and I have never seen
someone so special in my life.
Words are short to describe him
and his essence in our lives.  To
me, he is the ocean of compassion
and no different from the eternal
mother, our Devi.

This year, Guru Poornima was a
wonderful occasion whereby all
of us got a chance to serve Aiya
and Amma right after Ati
Rudram.  As the clock struck 2:30
p.m., everyone hurried towards
the entrance near the Dwara

AAAAAAAAAA

humblinghumblinghumblinghumblinghumbling

GuruGuruGuruGuruGuruGuruGuruGuruGuruGuru

PPPPPoorooroorooroornimanimanimanimanima

by Annapurna Dintakurti

humblinghumblinghumblinghumblinghumbling

Ganapathi waiting
anxiously for Aiya and
Amma’s arrival.  It was
a lovely sight to watch
ladies dressed in golden
yellow saris (prasadam
given at Ati Rudram)
and men in white dhotis
with Ati Rudram anga-
vastrams.

As the moments
slowly passed, Aiya and
Amma’s decorated car
came into sight.  I was
awed watching my

Amma beautifully decked in a
turquoise colored sari.  She looked
very radiant and serene
with her appearance and
posture that I simply wished
to hug her.  Aiya as always
looked calm and composed.

After the completion of
puja in the temple, Aiya and
Amma took their seats in the
yajnashala as our guru puja
began with a melodious
bhajan.  With every stanza,
a couple walked by to Aiya
and Amma and offered an
upacharam.  At the same
time, we got a chance to
perform it in our hearts

(manasa kalpayami).  Lyrics were
given to everyone.

Soon, the puja was done and I
was anxiously waiting for my
Dear Aiya to speak a few words
for us.  It felt like ages since I have
seen Aiya relaxed enough to sit
and have some moments with us.
When Aiya took the microphone,
in a very serious note he asked all
the volunteers, homakartas,
sponsors and everyone involved
in Ati Rudram to stand up.

Unaware of his intention,
everyone stood up waiting for
Aiya to address something.  It
was a very joyful occasion as our
long awaited Ati Rudram finally
finished with such a grand
success.  Aiya had worked
relentlessly for many months
without a proper diet and rest,
making sure each and every
minute thing was done in a
proper way.

As participants, we might have
focused on one arena but for Aiya,
it wasn’t that simple. He had to
make sure all areas were handled
carefully in the right manner.  I
remember the time he told us that
the Devi has provided enough
help and resources to conduct Ati
Rudram successfully and that
was not done through his efforts.

Following Aiya’s words,
everyone stood up in their
respective places.  Aiya removed
his mike, came down from his
chair and to our shock, bent down
on the ground and did sashtanga
namaskaram for all of us.  Moments
froze and it felt like the world just
paused.  I felt very unfortunate to

Mickell and Pravin do deepaaradhana to

Aiya and Amma

PPPPPoorooroorooroornimanimanimanimanima
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Ati Rudram’s over... now what?!

be right in front of Aiya with my
back towards the Devi.  I gasped
and immediately moved to the
side, convincing myself that it
was for the Devi.

Before I could react, a heavy
sound towards my left caught my
attention.  I was dumb struck,
watching a homakarta cry like a
baby.  True, we were all nothing
but immature infants tagging
along our mother who is none
other Aiya.  I turned to face Aiya
again but to my horror, saw
Amma bend down and do
namaskaram as well.

I felt a sudden surge of pain,
tears, sadness and love seeing
their humbleness.  I wondered
what are they really made up of?
They have always done so much
for us and the temple that our
efforts seem so minuscule before
them.  They never ignored even a
single opportunity to award each
and every one of us for our part.

Aiya is my Devi and to imagine
your supreme power bend down
and do namaskaram right in front

of your eyes is a
heart-
wrenching sight.
I never even
want to imagine
such a thing,
forget about
watching it.  The
small amount of
happiness I had
regarding my
volunteer work
in Ati Rudram
disappeared.  All
that remained
was one
question—what

did I really do to achieve this?
Aiya and Amma honored us in
way that no one had any words
left; only drops of tears rolling
down from our eyes.

At that moment, my past just
flashed in front of me.  With
Aiya’s arrival, my life changed for
the better. There was never a
moment whereby Aiya didn’t
come to my aid when I needed
him.  He never expected anything
in return.  Ever since I gained
entry into this Sri Vidya temple
two years ago, Aiya was always

with me and all I had to do was
take his name.  Even before the
Devi, my Guru would always
come to my rescue.  Such is the
love of Aiya.

Amma on the other hand, makes
me feel like her child.  She makes
sure I am well-fed and is always
concerned about my well being.
By participating in Ati Rudram, I
felt I was benefited in a million
ways by being part of such a
glorious event.

For the efforts we have placed in
the Maha Yagna, I would never be
able to accept that we deserve
such an honour from our Aiya
and Amma.  They make sure we
live a life like good beings; caring
and nurturing us just like their
own children.  I just want to
throw myself on their feet and
thank them for even giving me
such a blessed opportunity to
participate in this event, which
wouldn’t have been possible
without them and their grace.

Aiya and Amma have bound us
with their immense amount of
love and compassion.  In the end, I
feel we are all so fortunate to have
such affectionate parents who not

only make sure we follow
the right path but at the
same time appreciate us
in a billion more ways for
our smallest of small
efforts.

A large platform was constructed for our gurus to

watch the whole festival.

Annapurna (center) has

been away at medical

school, so this is the first

Guru Poornima she has

been able to attend.
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Either I have become really old
or very divine.  Nothing in my life
has given me as much happiness
as just sitting and listening to my
guru’s voice singing bhajanas—
the devotion, the unsaid plea, the
melody lulled with the innocent
sweetness of unselfish love, just
love for what it is.  The
unfaltering respect, the moving
emotion are all reminiscent of me
as part of a long-lost heritage that
is coming alive… that this soul
always knew and wanted that

connection re-established.  Am I
imagining this?

The sweetest words imaginable
to give shape to a form that is
elastic to confine humbly the
unimaginable the indefinable... to
sing, sing, sing until the beat of
my heart resonates with the beat
of shiva-shiva, hara-hara.  Am I a
thief to ride high on these
borrowed words?

It all started during one hot Ati
Rudram afternoon at the Sri
Rajarajeswari Peetam in
Rochester.  Everyone was taking a
break from the morning ritual.
Kids were squirting water on each
other, visitors eating, volunteers
busying themselves with various
tasks.  A group of people gathered
under one of the tents set up near
the main tent and music
materialized from nowhere.   I
made my way over to join them.

by Priya Venkata

A slice of bliss at kumbhabhishekamA slice of bliss at kumbhabhishekamA slice of bliss at kumbhabhishekamA slice of bliss at kumbhabhishekamA slice of bliss at kumbhabhishekamA slice of bliss at kumbhabhishekamA slice of bliss at kumbhabhishekamA slice of bliss at kumbhabhishekamA slice of bliss at kumbhabhishekamA slice of bliss at kumbhabhishekam

A mixed crowd of devotees,
homakartas and volunteers had
started a bhajan session.  Still
curious (I’d never actually been a
part of one of these in my life!) I
sat behind to soak in the scene.
People were singing with their
full hearts, so involved albeit the
discomfort of the hot afternoon
sun, oblivious to the buzz of the
insects and their own thirst.

Seeing each face I wished so
hard I could enjoy like they were.
I sat, I sat somehow with nothing

over me.  I was on the
periphery; it seemed like I
was watching everything
from a comfortable
distance.  After many

numbers,
the
session
ended.
I left feeling a little lost and empty,
nothing gained.  I felt incomplete,
thinking maybe this kind of
devotion was not my path.

The next day I arrived at the
temple well before the appointed
time for the festivities to start.
The moment I stepped into the
garbha-graha of Sri Rajarajeswari
Peetam, an immeasurable feeling
of love and attachment overtook
me as I heard Aiya’s voice singing
a song in which he keeps
repeating the word lingodhbhava.

I was lost.
I was immersed.
I was forgotten.
Only his voice and the emotion

that was reaching out from his
voice existed.

Tears streaming down my face, I
let it all soak in.  I never wanted
the song to end.  I didn’t hear a
word but felt this instant need for
this song, like I’d been waiting
for the tap to be turned on.   My
rational mind kept note of the
word lingodhbhava, the only
anchor for me to hold onto in
finding out whether this was just
my imagination.

At the end of the day on my way
out I remembered to use my
anchor.  As most of the things that
happen at our temple are blissful/
ecstatic experiences, my rational
mind always wants a way to re-
create the magic for itself in every
arena of life.

You just want
more and more
and more.  I asked
at the CD section
and I was
promptly
presented with a
CD saying
bhajans.  Without
thinking I
immediately give
it back saying no,
this is a song not a
bhajan!!!

Smilingly, the volunteer returned
it back to me saying this is the
only version of lingodhbhava that
Aiya has sung!

Too tired to insist, I rushed back
to my car and turned it on, and
instantly fell back into that world
again where I wanted to be.  Now
as I listen to bhajans sung by Aiya
I am in another world
transported from my bill paying,
grocery shopping, stress-at-work
mode to the simply happy mode.
I have begun enjoying most
bhajans whole-heartedly and feel
they are songs sung with a heart
filled with divine grace… another
blessing from the mother and
another way to enjoy her.  How
blessed I am.
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The Mother of all FamiliesThe Mother of all Families
by Pamela Lang

The last issue of the Sri Chakra saw the first part of Pam’s
article, where she described how she fell into Sri Vidya while
doing a school project.  After meeting Aiya’s daughter, Saru, in
one of her college classes, Pam attended a puja at their home
and quickly felt the Devi’s pull.

I had to attend a certain amount of pujas for the
assignment but how quickly that would be forgotten!
I couldn’t imagine not going back after the first couple
of times. There is no way to recreate my paper now.  It
was an attempt to describe honestly (and evidently
hilariously) what it all looked like to an outsider, and I
am not that person anymore.  But it was so exciting
and interesting and there was so much to learn.  Soon,
I was no longer taking notes for just for an assignment
but wanting to learn for myself.

Aiya always encouraged questions—even the ten
million dumb ones I had.  We would go down to the
basement after puja and he would chat away with
everyone. Eventually, he looked at me and said, “So,
what questions do you have Pam?”  He had this
marvelous way of making you feel like your little
individual journey was of special note.

Those days on Park Circle were priceless.  I still think
it must have been like being one of the twelve disciples
sitting around Jesus listening to his parables.  I’ve
often thought about the way you know something is
right.  Without a doubt I knew this was it and no way
it could be otherwise—like being alive or moving your
limbs—it just is.

Interestingly, shortly before taking this religion class
I had decided to try vegetarianism for weight loss and
health.  So I was getting ready for my new life but
didn’t know it.  One thing about those Friday pujas;
they were four hours long on average.  And very early
on, Amma would start coming in with fantastic
smelling dishes to be offered.  What an awesome way
to worship God.  And what torture for my youthful
appetite!  How many times I sat there looking at the
Devi, and smelling the food.  And as the night got later,
it seemed Aiya might be finishing his last song but
then he would start another one.

Later, when I learned Aiya could hear the thoughts of
devotees during puja I would think, “Please don’t be
mad! I am here for the Devi.  I’m just really hungry
too!”

Eventually Aiya gave me a mantra.  He told me
where to focus on the body and that the best way is to
chant mentally.  It was a short, simple mantra but I
was so concerned about doing it right and
remembering it all.  It seemed like rubbing your
tummy and patting your head in unison.

The first time I did it I had an experience. It was late
at night and I had studied a little and had some coffee.

part 2part 2part 2part 2part 2
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the Ati Rudram

with faith the

Devi would take

care of her baby.

Please pray for

his quick and

permanent

healing.

I sat on the floor cross-legged and very slowly and
carefully went through what he told me.  Suddenly my
heartbeat started accelerating more and more without
decelerating and I could hear it, like a movie sound effect.
It was kind of alarming.

Then some colors were flashing around me—green,
purple, red.  Nothing remotely like this had ever
happened to me before.  I couldn’t wait to tell Aiya.  I
called him up right away the next day and he chuckled.
That’s where the pitfalls started, I think.  For the longest
time after that I kept hoping for more experiences but it
didn’t happen.

One thing I think is important to preserve from those
days is the momentous feeling of family—that we are
joined in a sacred fellowship.  It’s a wonderful thing to be
accepted, supported and understood—the way people
are when they come here.  Everyone was welcome and
was made to feel good.  Anyone had a chance to
participate in the rituals.  Anyone could be part of the
club.

There are many fine memories of all the people from
the temple who helped me to learn and showed pleasure
with my progress.  I hope that those of us who came
from that can carry it on into this “new” place with so
many more people coming now.  That is what you want
to feel when you go to a church or a temple, and Aiya
often says that if you can’t do anything else, at the very
least be kind to people and make them feel good.

I think about my son and how to show him what this
is all about.  I’m glad for the chance to write about it.
How else will he know what it was like to meet Aiya and
learn about these things?  We live in Phoenix now and
have a small peetam in our house.  If you find yourself
out this way visitors are always welcome.

Sri Gurubyo Namaha.
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“I am happy with the present”
“I am happy with the future”
“I appreciate the world”
“I find this life and this world to be in my best interest”
“I consider the experiences of this life to be in my best interest”
“My forefathers (ancestors) bring happiness to my mind” or

“The experiences that have past are in my best interest”
“I am safe”
“I am understood”
“I am fortunate”
“I am wealthy”
“My guru is with me”
“My guru supports and loves me”
“I need not fear”
“I have courage”
“I love the world for what I have”
“And the world will love me for my love”
“I have clear understanding”
“I have clear expression”
“I have the willpower that can produce change”
“I have clarity of mind (wealth of cattle)”
“Impurities in me are purged”
“I am true to my own nature”
“And I understand the truth about nature”
“My prana is pure”
“I will be free of infections/intrusions”
“Nectar/Ambrosia flows through me”
“I am immortal”
“I love all”
“I fear none”
“And I will do good to the world”
“I am rested”
“I love this day” and “I love the days to come”

Below the surface of
Chamakam

Below the surface of
Chamakam

by Gratus Devanesan

When looking upon Chamakam in this light it
can be seen that Chamakam is like self therapy.
Where Namakam can be considered the fire of
Viraja homam, Chamakam is the cool shower
that gives us the ephemeral body of light.

We start by grounding ourselves and
reminding us that we are happy.  The world re-
affirms whatever you affirm.  So the first step
should always be to think and be what you
want to be.  So we start with the goal and say “I
am happy.”  This simple impulse or thought
awakens within us positive energies.  Since the
mind cannot stay on the present for very long
we affirm that we are happy with the future.
Daily reaffirmation of this will subtly coax our
mind to lead us on paths in which we will
realize sustainable happiness.

Next, we make peace with the world.  We
accept the world as it is and accept that we
cannot change it all.  We accept that the life we
have today, is one that we love.  This is true as
the soul maps its own course through progress.
So today we might be experiencing the might of
Saneeswara, but we should understand that it is
for the best and that this life is the best for us.
We reaffirm that this life is what is desirable to
us.  And we reaffirm that what this life brings
us, is what is desirable to us.

We go on to say that our forefathers and
relatives give us happiness.  The true and
greatest, inheritance a parent can give a child is
a happy mind.  All our emotional turmoil is
through the modifications of our mind and our
karma flows through that.  Our ancestors, living
or dead, have a great capacity to upset us.  We
affirm that what they have done was for our
benefit and we should be happy because of that.

In the June 2010 issue, Gratus wrote about how the Chamakam (the so-called second half of the Rudram) is largely
misunderstood as a plea to obtain material objects from Shiva.  But, how, he asks, can this sacred text from the Vedas be all
about possessing and controlling?  In this last half of Gratus’s article, he explains that the subtext of the Chamakam isn’t
about asking Shiva for worldly gifts, but instead realizing those worldly gifts are within you.

So, starting with the reinterpretation of “cha” gets us from “pleasures of this world are with me” to
“pleasures of this world are me.”  Interpreting further we end up at “I am happy,” or “I am happiness.”

The new translation would go something like this:

part 2part 2part 2part 2part 2
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This could also be interpreted as
saying, “We like the past” as a
way of making peace with
bygone memories and realizing
that we cannot change what has
passed and that it was all for the
best.

I feel safe, I am understood, I am
fortunate and I am wealthy.
Common trademarks of sadness
are fear of personal danger,
disappointment through being
misunderstood and being alone, a
feeling of helplessness and
misfortune, and a sense of
poverty that weighs us down.
We negate these negativities by
affirming the positive.

And why are we safe,
understood, fortunate etc.?
Because our Guru is with us.  And
our Guru will guide us and carry
us even through the greatest of
suffering.  Therefore, we don’t
need to fear.  Whatever comes we
can face it with courage.  We will
do good – we will express love.
And for the love we express, love
will be expressed to us in turn.

We will have clarity of
understanding, and clarity of
expression.

The lack of these two are the
cause of all our problems.
Somebody will say “Hi,” but we
will misread their body language
and feel insulted.  Or we try to
express our love, but instead it
becomes just expressions of fear
or clinging attachment.  Our
inability to understand what is
around us, our inability to
understand that the Devi in her
compassion—which extends
much beyond our sense of pity—
designed it this way, leads us to
sadness and worries.

To not be able to express oneself
leads one to depression and
loneliness.  All our expressions
are attempts at and driven by
love, but too often they are short-
sighted and driven by poor
understanding.

Now we can produce change.
Through clarity of expression and
understanding we create a pause
between action and reaction.
This pause that leads to reflection
and is supported by clarity of
mind, is what burns karma.  It is

the only thing that produces real
change within us.  That clarity of
mind, which burns our karma, is
the greatest wealth of all.  And
only this wealth can produce
change.

Starting with purity in mind, we
purify and balance our pranic
energies.  A perturbed mind
breathes unevenly, while a calm
mind will produce a deep and
regulated breath.  Deep and
balanced breathing infuses pranic
energy into your body.

This is why it is beneficial to
chant the anuvakam of Chamakam
in one breath.  It is not a chanting
competition where we try to

chant it really fast with our short
breath.  It is a breathing exercise
and we should aim to lengthen
and deepen our breath.  And those
who chant Rudram properly will
notice that the Chamakam at the
end of the Namakam is easier to
chant in one breath than the
Chamakam at the beginning.  This
is an easy measure of the benefits
of Rudram.

Ayurveda tells us that imbalance
of the airs in our body is the cause
of disease – we prevent further
infectious diseases by balancing
our prana.  We heal and overcome
current “wars” that our cells are
fighting within us (that cause the
body temperature to rise).  It
should also be noted that a
physical infection has a mental
dimension.  These lines essentially
say that we are protected even

from the tiniest of unbalancing
intrusions into our peaceful and
happy state.

A healthy body infused with
prana will produce amritam.
Amritam is physically a
substance that can be
transformed into anything.  So if
there is an iron deficiency,
amritam will take care of that; if
there is a Vitamin D deficiency
amritam will take care of that,
too.  As amritam flows our
malnourished cells are healed,
hormone release is regulated and
balanced.  Having healed our
mind we affirm the
interdependency of body and
mind, and heal our body too.

At that state we feel immortal –
as we theoretically are at that
point.  This feeling of immortality
will greatly reduce lingering
attachments and desires and
overcome any sense of self doubt,
anguish or frustration.  Also, in
immortality we realize Shiva – as
Shiva is the only “thing” that
lasts forever.  And if we last
forever, we are Shiva.

We love all and fear none (or
“hurt never” – we only hurt
what we fear).  This is the
realization that is required to be
one with all.  Having transformed
ourselves, we are finally qualified
to do well for those around us.
Until this happens all our help
will be at least partially selfish,
and we may not always
understand what is best for those
around us.  Like Sri Satya Sai
Baba has said, “Love All, Serve
All, Help Ever, Hurt Never.”

We finish with an affirmation,
that we are  rejuvenated
(“rested”) and that we love the
present and look forward to the
future.

I hope this way of thinking
about the Chamakam leads to
even greater enthusiasm for those
interested in chanting the
Rudram.  It is odd that people
insist that Chamakam is part of
Rudram, but try to distance
themselves from it like it is a
dangerous disease.  Chamakam
and Namakam are equally great,
as they are Veda, and in truth,
there is no differentiation.
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Dissecting the RudramDissecting the Rudram

Sri Rudram is the Vedic chant
preferred by renunciates because
it is the most comprehensive and
authoritative scripture affirming
the non-dual reality of existence.
While the word Rudram is often
translated as “tear” or “anger,”
the chant itself is accepted as one
of the most healing mantras in the
world.  Only a deep and reflective
study of the meaning of this
prayer can unlock the mystery of
the paradox and reveal the true
omnipresence of God.  Sannyasis
recite this to affirm their life-long
vow of renunciation, while
Tantrics recite this to merge their
consciousness into the fabric of
creation. In either case, once a
sadhaka melts into the poetic
verses of Sri Rudram, it is no
longer possible to listen to
traditional commentaries which
expound the Namakam section as
a chant necessary to cool the
anger of God or the Chamakam
section as a chance to ask for
material boons once God’s anger
is assuaged.

Sri Chandrasekharendra
Saraswati wrote a beautiful book
called The Vedas where he defends
the wisdom of the revealed
scripture.  The Vedas are at least
4,000 years old, and some
devotees have reason to believe it
is much more ancient; but all
agree it has no human authorship.
The Sri Rudram is one of the
crown jewels of the Vedas,
therefore it is important to first
establish the eternal relevance of
this scripture to extinguish
doubts of those who think the
Vedas are extraneous to modern
society. In order to begin a
reflective study of Sri Rudram, it

by Aparna Hasling

This article was written as a Guru Poornima tribute to Aiya.  It is an accumulation of meditations upon the Rudram in
preparation for the Ati Rudram festival held in Rochester, New York July 1 – 11, 2010.  Here is the first of three installments.

is necessary to overcome the bias
that the Vedas come from a
primitive age and therefore lack
sophistication or spiritual insight.

If Hindus truly believe in the
cyclic process of the four yugas
and recognize that humanity is
now in the Kali Yuga (the most
violent and ignorant of all the
yugas), it makes sense that the
ancient Vedas are a relic from a
more peaceful time when those
who were blessed with human
incarnation were filled with light.
It would follow that a mind
influenced by Kali Yuga would see
creation mirrored by rage and
anger and the egoist mind of Kali
Yuga would assume superiority
over the primitive people who
came from a time when God was
named “Rudra.”  In fact, the Sri
Rudram was named to
acknowledge that human anger is
the most volatile emotion which
causes the separation between
man and God; by understanding
this sacred prayer, the separation
is cosmically healed.

The confusion about the
meaning of
Rudram begins
with the first
verse of the
first anuvakam
when
salutations are
offered to
“manyu.”  As
with many
Vedic words,
contradictory
meanings of
single words
are common. In
this case,
“manyu” can

be translated as anger or rage but
also as spirit, mind, zeal, passion
or even sacrifice. Unfortunately,
when commentators project their
own understanding onto a sacred
text without an accurate Vedic
dictionary, errors are made and
then repeatedly passed down
through generations.  And since
many commentators begin with a
fundamental error that the
Rudram is about anger, the entire
text has been tainted and
distorted to mean that God is
angry with man’s moral
transgressions. By just giving a
different flavor to the first few
lines of the Rudram, the entire
prayer is transformed and the
spiritual meaning is easily
revealed.

The commentator Vishnusuri is
one of the few to break the code
and help expose the advaitic
interpretation of Sri Rudram. By
decoding just the first few words,
new insight is given. For example,
he says that Rudra is the code
word for Atman, the arrow is the
code word for jivatman and the

Aparna, right, stands with Pam and Kathy in front of the huge

Isana banalingam, which sits on the hill past the Kashi creek.

See close-up photos on the next page.

part 1
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bow is the code word for
pranava/Aum.  Also in the first
verse, salutations are offered to
the two arms of the Lord. He says
these arms are coded to represent
the two powers of maya:
concealing power and projecting
power. It is from this perspective
that sannyasis meditate upon the
Sri Rudram with the goal of being
liberated from the tenacious
bonds of material illusion, maya.
By using the power of mantra to
penetrate the bonds of maya, they
insert the arrow into the target so
jivatman merges with Atman.

Leaping into this spiritual basin
of bliss, the sadhaka is given
verse upon verse to meditate
upon the Lord. The verses of the
first
anuvakam
provide a
meditation
to deepen
one’s
devotion
towards
the Lord.
Building
upon this
energy, the
second
anuvakam
offers 13
verses to
explain
the mystic
connection
between
creation
and creator. Each of these verses
is coded as a set of three relational
words. Just as you would study
the SAT test and be asked to
understand one set of relations
based upon another, so the
Rudram also poetically and
analytically attempts to describe
the mystical identity of God with
coded references. It would be a
mistake to read the names in this
chapter as a sequence of names
rather than a series of groupings.

By reading the second
anuvakam as analytic prose, one
is transported to make mystical
connections between all the
verses as the meaning of each
group is individually cradled. For
example, 2.1.2 tree roots, leaves, Lord

of all beings can set the tone of
unraveling by proposing a pattern of
a) object  b) manifestation of object
and c) power agent connecting both.

Compare this pattern with verse
2.2.3 earth, devotees and medicinal herbs.
And then again with the
relationship in 2.2.1  blood/sap,
sustainer, Lord of trees.  These relational
sets are clues to meditate upon the
Divine, and no single set should be
over-emphasized.

It is particularly interesting to note
how some Vedic terms have
alternate and conflicting meanings
such as blood&sap and hair&leaves; it is
as if the ancient rishis related to
giant trees as their non-movable kin
and so used the same word, rohitaya,
to describe the life giving, liquid

energy in trees and
people.  In any case, the
names of the Rudram

are not a random collection of
primitive descriptions but rather a
mystic code to describe the
indescribable.

Who is Rudra? What is this
Creation? The final verse of the
second anuvakam groups the three
names describing Rudra as
omnipresent force, running to protect, Lord
of good people. This faith-building
verse assures the devotee that God
will always protect them – in the
dark, amid confusion, in the vast
world, God is omnipresent,
omniscient and omnipotent and
thrives by protecting devotees.

The third anuvakam is probably
the most misunderstood of all since
it is an entire chapter devoted to God
as identified as a criminal, murderer,

cheater, pathological liar, sadist,
weapon holder and gypsy.
Some commentators have gone
to great trouble to interpret this
chapter through their own
moral lens and say that God
will be with these evil-doers
once they have renounced their
evil ways. Other commentators
have tried to say that this
chapter is yet another
justification to prove that God
is angry because he can be seen
in the form of a criminal.

However, please consider that
this is the first of four chapters
which contrasts God and maya.
Most people cannot accept that
everything is God. It is common
to judge others and outer
circumstances through a
cultural/moral lens. This lens
makes people judge between

good and
evil.

The
most
common
pitfall for
a devotee
is to
assume
that those
who
perform
ritual,
charity
and good
works are
favorable
and

therefore “closer” to God, while
those who perform evil actions
and crimes are “further” from
God. But note this chapter
comes directly after an
affirmation that says God is
omnipresent.

Therefore, this is the first set
of names which says, Don’t be
confused! God is everywhere.
God consciousness is mystical
and mysterious and those who
seek liberation cannot separate
out anything from God. See the
criminal as God and move on.
Do not stop to judge.

Read the second of three parts of
this series in the next issue of the Sri
Chakra.
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During Guru Poornima, Aiya gave a
speech outlining his thoughts on the
recent Ati Rudram kumbhabhishekam.
The following is a small excerpt of some
of those sentiments.

None of us are any more special
than the other ones.  Each of us is
special; each of us has that little
Bala in our hearts.  So in each one
of your hearts, whatever that you
have; you had in your mind since
the Ati Rudram began and since
the temple began so many years
ago, you have completed that part
of your sadhana.

And because we functioned
those two weeks, we were able to
pull it off.  But it was not without
loss.  Don’t pat yourself on the
back and think that you have
done an extraordinary job.  Yes,
overall, we have.  But only if we
focus on the 10 per cent of
mistakes that we made, we are
going to make any progress.

When I was in Chennai
sometime during January, I used
to consult Sri Amma on
everything related to this
function.  And she told me,
“Whatever you are doing,
visualize in your mind you are
offering it as bilvam to Swami.”
Then it will succeed.  If this
homam went completely
successfully with 121 fires
burning inside a confined tent,
and sometimes 300 people in the
tent and volunteers walking

SomeSomeSomeSomeSome
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by Aiya

around without a slight mishap,
SHE protected it and She did it.
That’s all.

I have a little story that came
from a Tamil radio talk show in
Toronto.  A lady called in and told
the announcer that she and her
husband and two children came
to Ati Rudram on the last day and
they were stuck at the border the
whole day.  By the time they
reached here, it was 5:30 p.m.—
everything was finished.  The
gentleman saw the annadhanam
tent and thought to ask for a glass
of water.

There was a young girl inside
the tent.  She asked the man
whether he ate.  He explained
their situation and said they
didn’t eat.  She asked how many

people came, and then five
minutes later came with four
plates of food.  She said if they
wanted some more, tell her—they
should eat to their hearts’ content.
The man broke down while he
was calling the show.  He said
that to him, it wasn’t a young girl,
it was the Mother herself
welcoming them to her home.

Before they got up, the girl came
back with a tray and four cups of
hot tea.  The man said he had
never tasted anything so
wonderful in his life.  That is what
this temple has to be.

That’s the kind of compassion
we are looking for.  If you can’t
feed someone who has stayed at

the border for many hours just to
come here, and if you think, “Oh,
they should have come during
lunchtime,” you are lost.  What
use is your sadhana?  What have
you done for this temple?

I know you may be tired.  Did
you watch how some of the young
people worked during the
festival?  Toiling behind closed
doors and not asking for
anything.  Once I woke up at 3
a.m. because I wanted to use the
restroom and thought to look
inside the homam tent.  There
were people running around in
there and cleaning, making
arrangements for the next day.
Did I go after them and pat them
on the back?  No.  I just told them
to finish quickly and go to bed.

We do not want to deteriorate
into something commercial.  If we
can’t feel for the people who have
come here and taken the time and
effort to welcome guests and
comfort them, it’s done.  We might
as well close our doors.

The people at the homams, the
people in the tents, the ones on the
fringes, everyone did a massive
job—that is why Ati Rudram
went off without a mishap.  With
121 fires, what if someone’s
clothes had caught fire?  Not even
a spark—do you think that was
done because of us?

It was because of the Mother.
She is the yajamaana svaroopini, not
me.

SomeSomeSomeSomeSome
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The true essence of
Guru Poornima

After every Guru Poornima, Aiya
always discusses his feelings about the
event and the state of his students’
sadhana, as well as insights into the
guru parampara.  Here is an excerpt
from that speech.

Now this festival here, a
celebration like this—in my
humble opinion, there are many
people who have taken the time to
organize, plan, talk on the phone,
on the computer, do this, do that.
In my humble opinion, I think we
are slowly moving away from the
spiritual importance of this
festival.  You need to know what
Guru Poornima really is about.

This is all beautifully
arranged… people have taken the
time to practice, everything is
nicely arranged, etc.  But is that
the real point of Guru Poornima?
No.  It should not descend into a
festival of colour and pomp—that
is all there, but I think that the
spiritual strength is slowing
moving away.

It is like you’re worshipping the
tap, completely forgetting the
water that’s moving through.
Before me there’s Amritananda
natha, and before him,
Svaprakashananda.  Before him, it
was Kalyananda Thirtha.  Have

The true essence of
Guru Poornima by Aiya

you ever tried to emulate
anything any one of these gurus
in our parampara have done?  I
have seen these festivals
descending into competition.
Truthfully ask yourselves
whether you have served your
gurus—you will know.

What are you doing?  You’re
inflating your egos… patting
yourself on the back.  If you have
taken the knowledge from
somebody, the theme of this
temple is to teach it to someone
else.  And if you have taken the
knowledge from somebody else,
acknowledge it.  Don’t push
anybody away—don’t.

Remember, when the Devi
comes here, she will not dress in
the most beautiful sari and
talking sweetly to you.  She will
come here as the nastiest person
you can imagine.  If you give in to
your instincts, you’ve missed it.
You have to think, this is what
she’s putting you through.  For
people who think they can control
things to their will, think again.
It’s not like this here.

For this year, I’m not going to
give Guru Poornima to anyone.  I
previously gave it to groups of
people, from one region of Canada
or one city in the United States.

I’m not going that route again—
that’s not how we do it.  Next
year, everything will be on the
spiritual side of things.  Nobody
comes to Park Circle to dress me
up or dress Amma up; we know
how to wear clothes.

I am no more special than any
one of you here.  In fact I should be
washing your feet because you
have done all the work and I have
been sitting.  In coming years, we
will quietly emphasize a
particular type of practice in the
previous weeks or months to
train for Guru Poornima.

I’ll tell you there have been four
instances of the Devi coming here,
standing in line like an ordinary
person, taking a plate, eating and
washing it, and putting it on the
rack—and then disappearing
inside.  In spite of all our failings,
She’s still with us.  That’s her
grace, that’s why she’s called
Avyaaja karuna murthi, the one who
is an ocean of compassion.  That’s
what you should have in mind for
Guru Poornima.

Worship is the most important.
There’s no sense in spending
hundreds of dollars on all this.  So
for next year, I humbly, very
humbly ask all of you, let’s keep it
simple.  Guru Poornima should
always be very simple.  I will
organize this next year.

(laughter)
Really, I will do it.  And I’m not

going to ask people who’s coming
or to do whatever job.  It is up to
you to look at what I want, what
this place needs, and do it without
being told.  Let me see how you
come through.  Then only will I
accept you as proper Sri Vidya
upasakas.  You should be able to
know what I desire.  I don’t want
anything big; just to do a very
simple puja.  You have to watch
and see—know what I want and
what I want to offer our
parampara.

I want to see us working
without friction, right from the
top to bottom.  No private vocal,
written or e-mail requests will be
taken.  You have to each feel what
you have to do, and then do it.

Do it without showing.
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Ati Rudram’s over... now what?!

Sri Gurubhyo Namaha


